
Concepts of Animation 
 

Instructor: James Duesing    
 
Goals and Objectives: This course will introduce the students to the basics 
techniques of 2-D computer animation. We will explore the history of 
animation particularly 2-D and cel animation done with and without the 
computer. Students will also learn the technique of matching sound to 
picture and they begin to use techniques of 2-D animation and sound as a 
means of self expression. 
 
Week 1 Course introduction, watch video tapes, index card exercise. 
Lecture on computer basics, watch animations, demonstration Director, 
discussion of squash and stretch technique. 
 
Week 2: Exercise  #1: squash and stretch. 
Watch animations, demonstration of multi-channel Mac animation. Crit on 
squash and stretch Exercise #1.  Exercise #2: make at least a 2 layer 
animation 
 
Week 3 Work on Exercise #2.  
Watch animations, crit on exercise #2, Exercise #3: create a short 
animation using between three to five words combined with a sequence   
 
Week 4 Watch animations discuss flat bed scanning, Exercise #4: create a 
short sequence using at least one scanned image. Work on Exercise #3 
 
Week 5 Crit on Exercise #3, work on Exercise #4  
Watch animations, discuss character design, crit on Exercise #4. Exercise 
#5: design between 5 to 10 possible characters for animation.  
 
Week 6 Work in class doing figure studies.  
Exercise #6: create an animated sequence from your drawings. 
 
Week 7 work on Exercise #6. Crit on Exercise #5. 
Watch animations, lecture on exaggeration, character movement techniques 
and cycling. Crit on Exercise #6. Exercise #7: make a copy of Exercise #6 
use it as a study for a cycle with one of your characters from Exercise 
#5. 
 
Week 8 Watch animations, demo dumping animations to video tape. Crit on 
Exercise #7. Begin work on Exercise #8: Create a cycle that has both a 
foreground and a background and uses at least two techniques you have 
learned so far, this should be completed to video tape. 
 
Week 9: Work on Exercise #8. 



 
Week10 Watch animations. Crit on Exercise #8. Discuss/ demo dumping 
sound to tape and reading if for animation. Exercise #9 create an animated 
sequence that has at least one sound sync point.  
Work on Exercise #9 

 
Week 11 Work on Exercise #9 
Watch animations. Crit on Exercise #9. Discuss Stroyboarding. Exercise 
#10: create a storyboard for a sequence with sound and visuals.  
 
Week 12: Crit on storyboards. Make any revisions to your storyboard based 
on the feedback you get at the crit and begin on Exercise #11: Create the 
sequence you outlined in your storyboard complete it on video tape. 
Watch animations and work on Exercise #11.  
 
Week 13 Work on Exercise #11. 
 
Week 14 Work on Exercise #11. 
 
Week 15  Last days to work on Exercise #11. 
 
Final crit all work MUST be complete. 

 
 

The first 7 Exercises are to be no longer than 100 frames,  
 Exercises #8 through 11 may be as long as you think you can complete in 
the allotted time. 

Assignments in a Nutshell 
 

#1: squash and stretch 
#2: make at least a 2 channel animation 
#3: create a short animation using between three to five words combined 
with a sequence created in Studio 
#4: create a short sequence using a scanned image 
#5: design between 5 to 10 possible characters for animation 
#6: scan in a sequence from your drawings clean it up in macro mind paint 
and use it to create a sequence 
#7: make a copy of Exercise #6 use it as a study for a cycle with one of your 
characters from Exercise #5 
#8: Create a cycle that has both a foreground and a background and uses at 
least two techniques you have learned this quarter, this should be 
completed to video tape 
#9: Create an animated sequence that has at least one  sync point. 
#10: Create a storyboard for a sequence with sound and visuals.  

Exercise #11: Create the sequence you outlined in your storyboard complete it 
on video tape. 


